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Dimensionality reduction (feature selection) is an important step in pattern recognition systems. Although there are different
conventional approaches for feature selection, such as Principal Component Analysis, Random Projection, and Linear Discriminant
Analysis, selecting optimal, effective, and robust features is usually a difficult task. In this paper, a new two-stage approach for
dimensionality reduction is proposed. This method is based on one-dimensional and two-dimensional spectrum diagrams of
standard deviation and minimum to maximum distributions for initial feature vector elements. The proposed algorithm is validated
in an OCR application, by using two big standard benchmark handwritten OCR datasets, MNIST and Hoda. In the beginning, a
133-element feature vector was selected from the most used features, proposed in the literature. Finally, the size of initial feature
vector was reduced from 100% to 59.40% (79 elements) for the MNIST dataset, and to 43.61% (58 elements) for the Hoda dataset, in
order. Meanwhile, the accuracies of OCR systems are enhanced 2.95% for the MNIST dataset, and 4.71% for the Hoda dataset. The
achieved results show an improvement in the precision of the system in comparison to the rival approaches, Principal Component
Analysis and Random Projection. The proposed technique can also be useful for generating decision rules in a pattern recognition
system using rule-based classifiers.

1. Introduction
Pattern recognition (PR) is one of the most attractive branches in the artificial intelligence field. In all PR systems, the
quantity, quality, and diversity of training data in the learning
process directly affect the final result. The training dataset size
has double importance in this regard, because the training
phase—related to large datasets—is often a time-consuming
process.
Nowadays, the emergence of the big-data issue has
resulted in specific attention on size reduction and also

dimensionality reduction to save time and memory usage.
In addition, the demand for employing various applications
running on limited-speed and limited-memory devices, such
as mobile phones and mobile scanners, is growing dramatically [1]. Hence, the necessity to find efficient techniques
for reducing the volume of data in order to decrease the
overall processing time and also the memory requirements
is considered more important than in the past.
Two general approaches are utilized for the dataset
volume reduction in the literature: size reduction and dimensionality reduction.
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The available size reduction techniques try to reduce the
number of objects or observations in a dataset. They find
and remove two groups of samples from a dataset: samples
far from a class centroid (outlier samples or support vector
samples) [2–5] and samples close to each class centroid (e.g.,
using 𝑘-means clustering technique) [6]. However, the outlier
and support vector samples are necessary to evaluate system
efficiency and system functionality. In addition, the samples
close to a class centroid include important information about
the various characteristics of a class and are necessary to make
a system model.
The dimensionality reduction techniques have been used
to identify and remove the less important features, extracted
from the dataset samples. They are widely employed in
different areas, such as biological data clustering [7], EMG
signal feature reduction [8], face recognition [9], blog visualization reduction [10], and gene expression databases reduction [11]. Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD), and Random Projection (RP)
are some of the well-known methods in this part [12].
Concerning the dimensionality reduction in the Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) applications, PCA has been
used to compress the features space in the numeral part of
the CEDAR database [13], MNIST database [14], and also
the Tamil handwritten character classes [15]. Nevertheless,
finding an optimal, effective, and robust feature set out of a
large initial extracted feature is usually a heuristic and hard
task [16].
This paper contributes to the corpus of knowledge in
dimensionality reduction as follows: (1) introducing a new
preprocessing method to stick disconnected parts of an image
and (2) proposing a novel two-stage spectrum-based method
to reduce the number of features in the feature space. The
mentioned method is based on analysing one-dimensional
and two-dimensional spectrum diagrams for standard deviation and minimum to maximum distribution corresponding
to the existing features in the initial feature vector. Unlike
the other available techniques for dimensionality reduction,
such as PCA, the proposed method can keep every feature
in the final feature vector, based on some characteristics of a
specific feature or even based on user opinion. To investigate
the efficiency of the proposed dimensionality reduction
technique, two large standard benchmark handwritten OCR
datasets—MNIST and Hoda—are employed. The empirical
results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Although the results have been reported for OCR application
databases, the salient point of the proposed approach is that
it can also be used for other datasets with numerical feature
vectors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the background of the research topic and introduces
the related works for dimensionality reduction operation.
Thereafter, Section 3 presents the proposed dimensionality
reduction technique, including the definition of one- and
two-dimensional standard deviations and also minimum
to maximum spectrum diagrams. Section 4 presents the
research method and the experimental results and comparisons, and, finally, Section 5 presents the conclusion of the
paper.
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2. Background and Related Works
2.1. Feature Extraction in OCR Application. Among the various stages in PR systems, feature extraction plays a vital role in
building system models, the recognition process, and system
accuracy [17]. Feature extraction is a task to detect/extract
the maximum amount of various desired attributes and
characteristics from the input data. The features are the
information that is fed to the recognizer to build a system
model [18]. They should be insensitive to irrelevant variability
in the input as much as possible, limited in number to
permit for effective computation of discriminant functions
and should not be similar, redundant, or repetitive. Various
kinds of features can be found and/or calculated for an
object in a PR system. Usually, features are categorized into
global transformations [19], structural [20], statistical [21],
and template-based matching [22].
The structural features describe the geometrical and
topological characteristics of patterns using their global and
local properties [23]. They are the most popular features
investigated by researchers in OCR systems, because they
are intuitive aspects of writing [24]. Structural features are
less influenced by sources of distortion, but they are highly
dependent on the style of writing. They may be extracted from
each row, column, skeleton, or contour of an image. However,
extracting this kind of features from the pattern images is not
usually an easy task.
The statistical features are derived from the statistical distribution of the image’s pixels and describe the characteristic
measurements of a pattern. They include numerical values
computed from a part or a whole of an image. Although these
features are easy to extract, they can lead the system to the
wrong way, because most of them are very sensitive to noise,
scale, rotation, and other changes in the patterns.
Transformation features are derived from the transformed representation of an image in a new space by
transformation operators. The transformation process maps
an image from one space to another space, and it usually
reduces the dimensionality and order of computing in the
new space. They provide features that are invariant to global
deformation like translation, dilation, and rotation [24].
Template-based features are usually created by matching
predefined templates on graphical input data. However, they
are completely data dependent, and they cannot transfer from
a PR system to another.
Some of the most used structural features [14, 17, 20, 25,
26], statistical features [18, 21, 27, 28], and transformation
features in OCR applications are shown in Table 1.
2.2. Dimensionality Reduction in OCR Application. Various
features are computed and/or extracted in the feature extraction block of an OCR system. However, it is possible that
some of the extracted features correspond to very small
details of the patterns or that some of them are a combination of other features (nonorthogonal features), while
others might not have any efficacy in the recognition stage.
Irrelevant or redundant features may degrade the recognition results, reduce the speed of learning algorithms, and
significantly increase the time complexity of the recognition
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Table 1: Some of the most used features in OCR applications.

Type of features

Structural

Statistical

Transformation

Some of the most used features
(i) Simple, double, and complex loops
(ii) Loops positions, their types, and their relative locations
(iii) Hills and valleys
(iv) Open curves in different directions
(v) Ascenders and descenders
(vi) Numbers and locations of dots in each character
(vii) Location of dots relevant to baselines
(viii) Starting, ending, branching, crossing, turning, and corner points in image skeleton
(ix) Curvature and length of the image’s segments
(x) Length of a character segment relative to other segments
(xi) Location of a character segment relative to center of mass image’s skeleton
(i) Normalized central, Zernike, pseudo Zernike, fast Zernike, Legendre, orthogonal Fourier-Mellin, rotational,
and complex moments extracted from the whole body, only from the main body, or only from the secondary
parts of an image
(ii) Fourier and gradient descriptors
(iii) Image area and image perimeter
(iv) Pixels distribution in left, right, up, and down halves of the image
(v) Image density
(vi) Aspect Ratio
(vii) Mean, mode, variance, and 2D standard deviation
(viii) Average and variance of 𝑋 and 𝑌 changes in portions of the image skeleton
(ix) Local maxima points in horizontal and vertical projection histograms
(x) Ratio of horizontal variance histogram to vertical variance histogram
(xi) Ratio of upper half variance to lower half variance of an image
(xii) Thinness ratio
(xiii) The ratio of pixel distribution between two or more parts of the image
(xiv) Center of mass (COM) (center of gravity)
(xv) Centroid distance
(xvi) Radial coding
(xvii) Top, bottom, left, and right profile histograms
(xviii) Number of horizontal (row) and vertical (column) transitions
(xix) Number of modified horizontal and vertical transitions
(xx) Outer and inner contour directional chain code histograms
(xxi) Normalized contour chain code descriptors
(xxii) Modified contour chain code descriptors
(xxiii) Fractal, shadow code descriptors
(xxiv) Energy of original image
(xxv) Number of specific points such as end, branch, and cross points
(xxvi) Number of connected components
(xxvii) Relative location of start and end points of an image skeleton
(xxviii) Pen width and line height
(xxix) Baselines positions
(xxx) Histogram of slopes along contour
(xxxi) Skeleton-based N-degree directional descriptors
(i) M-band packet wavelet coefficients
(ii) Fourier, DCT, and radon coefficients

process [29]. Hence, following the feature extraction process,
the issue of dimensionality reduction (feature selection)
arises.
Feature selection is typically a search problem to find an
optimal subset with 𝑚 features out of the original 𝑀 features,
to exclude irrelevant and redundant features from the initial
feature vector. It reduces problem dimensionality, reduces
system complexity and processing time, and increases the
system accuracy [30]. In this respect, some feature subset

selection algorithms have been proposed. According to the
criterion function used for finding one 𝑚 member subset out
of 2M possible subsets (𝑀 is the number of initial features),
two general categories are introduced for this important
task: Wrapper algorithm and Filtering algorithm. In the
Wrapper algorithm, the classifier performance is used to
evaluate the performance of a feature subset. In the Filtering
algorithm, the features evaluation function is used rather than
optimizing the classifier performance. In this category, by
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using a special feature evaluation function, the best individual
features are found one by one. However, the 𝑚 best features
are not the best 𝑚 features [31]. Usually, the Wrapper methods
are slower but perform better than the Filtering methods [32].
Based on the removing strategies, the feature selection
methods are categorized into three groups. The first category
is the Sequential Backward Selection (SBS) technique [33].
In this approach, the features are deleted one by one and
the systems’ performance is measured to determine feature
performance. However, finding the correct sequence to delete
the features one by one is also very important. This means
that a system’s derived efficiency after deleting features 𝐴, 𝐵,
and 𝐶 is not equal to the same system’s derived efficiency after
deleting the features in order 𝐴, 𝐶, and 𝐵 or 𝐵, 𝐶, and 𝐴, and
so on. Due to their nature, some features are relevant to others
from different points of view. In this case, the SBS technique
does not help to find the best subset of features. El-Glaly and
Quek [33] extracted 4 set features 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , 𝑆3, and 𝑆4 to use
them in an OCR application. They trained an OCR system
with those 4 feature sets separately. After that, sets 𝑆1 to 𝑆4
were delivered to a Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
algorithm, which rearranged the features in each set, based
on their importance in the recognition system. The results
showed that a feature (e.g., X) in rank 23 in set 𝑆3 (23rd feature
in feature vector 𝑆3 after applying PCA) took rank 7 in set 𝑆1
(7th feature in feature vector 𝑆1 after applying PCA), and so
on. This experiment indicates that if feature X is deleted for
the sake of feature reduction, it may cause a large error in the
final results.
The second group of feature selection methods comprises
the random search methods, such as Genetic Algorithms
(GA), which keep a set of the best answers in a population.
Bahmani et al. [34] used GA in a handwritten OCR system.
The initial number of features in their proposed system was
81 and the accuracy was 77%. After applying GA, the number
of features was reduced to 55 and the accuracy increased
from 77% to 80%. Soryani and Rafat [35] employed GA
to carry out feature subset selection in a typical printed
OCR system. They tested the proposed method to identify
5 fonts and 5 sizes of printed alphabet characters, achieved
a reduction in the number of features from the initial 256
loci features to 146, and enhanced the system accuracy by
4.07% as well. The GA methods always select chromosomes
one by one with the best recognition percentage and move
those chromosomes (features) to the next stage. However,
it is possible that when a good characteristic feature gets
combined with another feature, the overall performance is
not as good as the individual performances.
The third method for feature selection operation is a
group of methods that have been applied to find important
patterns in high-dimensional input data such as Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [12] and Random Projection
(RP) [36]. PCA is a statistical method that tries to convert
a correlated features space into a new noncorrelated features
space. In the new space, features are reordered in decreasing variance value such that the first transformed feature
accounts for the most variability in the data. Hence, PCA
overcomes the problem of high dimensionality and colinearity [37]. RA technique is a simple powerful dimension
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reduction technique that uses Random Projection matrices
to map the data from a huge-dimensional space to a lower
space one [36]. To achieve this aim, a mapping matrix 𝑅 is
used, where the columns of 𝑅 are realizations of independent
zero-mean normal variables, scaled to have unit length.
Some researchers employed PCA for various applications
in PR systems. Gesualdi and Seixas [38] used PCA for data
compression in the feature extraction part of a licence plate
recognition system. They reduced the number of features
from 30 to 4. The reported results showed that the achieved
accuracy for digits recognition was acceptable but that the
accuracy for characters recognition was degraded significantly. Ziaratban et al. [39] extracted a set of feature points
including terminal, two-way, and three-way branch points
from the skeletons of the characters in an OCR application.
Finally, each skeleton was decomposed into some primitives,
which are curved lines between any two successive feature
points. Since the number of primitives varies from character
to character, they used PCA algorithm to reduce and equalize
the lengths of the feature vector. Using a postprocessing stage,
they achieved 93.15% accuracy on a dataset with 7647 test
samples. To recognize isolated handwritten Arabic letters,
Abandah et al. [16] extracted 95 features from all feature
categories. After that, only the first 40 features were selected
from the PCA process result. Finally, five different classifiers
were employed and, on average, 87% accuracy was achieved
in the best case. Although PCA has been widely utilized in
different PR applications, it suffers from high computational
cost. In addition, after applying PCA, finding the order of the
most effective to least effective features in the initial feature
vector is not possible.

3. The Proposed Model
Figure 1 depicts the overall structure of the proposed dimensionality reduction model. First of all, some common preprocessing operations were carried out on the input images
to enhance the quality of the input patterns. Then, the most
used features—in the literature—were extracted as the initial
feature vector denoted by Initial S. Dimension reduction was
taken in two stages. In the first stage, using the proposed tools,
One-Dimensional Standard Deviation (1D SD) and OneDimensional Minimum to Maximum (1D MM) spectrums,
the number of features was decreased from n in the Initial S
to k in the first reduced version of feature vector S1 . Then,
in the second stage, and by employing the proposed tools
Two-Dimensional Standard Deviation (2D SD) and TwoDimensional Minimum to Maximum (2D MM) spectrums,
the number of features was decreased again from k in feature
vector S1 to p in the final reduced version of feature vector S2 .
The operations mentioned are demonstrated in the following
subsections.
3.1. Preprocessing. The performance of an OCR system
depends very much upon the quality of the original data. In
this context, we took into consideration that the proposed
algorithm should be nonsensitive with respect to the scaling, rotation, and transformation of patterns. Hence, some
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important preprocessing operations, such as noise removal,
dimension normalization, and slant correction using common powerful techniques, are first performed on the samples.
We applied a median filter with a 3 × 3 window and also
morphological opening and closing operators using dilation
and erosion techniques for high-frequency noise removal
[23]. The image size was normalized without making any
changes to the image Aspect Ratio, and, as a result, the width
or height (or both) was changed to 50 pixels and the image
was located in the center of a 50 × 50 pixels bounding box.
The body of every English and Arabic/Farsi digit is
constructed using only one component. Thus, after the
preprocessing operations, if it is found that there is still more
than one group of connected pixels in the image of the
digit, the extra blocks are considered as noise or separate
components of the initial image. To find and remove the rest
of the noise, the pen width is estimated using three different
methods, and then the average of those values is considered
to be the final pen width. To achieve this, we compute
(a) the mode of image vertical projection;
(b) (the value of image density)/(the number of image
skeleton pixels);
(c) {(the value of image density)/(the number of image
outer profile pixels)} ∗ 2.
The results of the experiments showed that the average of
three values is a more accurate estimate of the pen width than
each of the values alone. After finding the pen width, all small
components with a pixel density that is less than two times
of the pen width can be considered to be noise and can be
deleted from the input image. The threshold of 2 was obtained
experimentally. The rest of the connected components are
considered as broken parts of the digit image.
In order to connect the broken image segments together,
we used a new approach. By using connected component
analysis, we named the biggest available part as the main
part M of the image. The outer contour of the main part
M was then extracted and the coordinates of its pixels were
saved in array MAIN. Thereafter, for all of the rest secondary
components Si (which are smaller than the main part M),
we found the outer contour and saved the pixels coordinate
of those outer contours in another array SEC. Then, we
computed the Euclidean distance between all elements of
array MAIN with all elements of array SEC. The smallest value
of the computed distance indicates the shortest path between
contour M and one of the secondary contours Sk . Finally, we
drew a line with thickness equal to the estimated pen width
along the shortest path between M and Sk . As a result, the
main part M is connected to a secondary part Sk . This process
was repeated until there is not another secondary component.
A new version of main part M is used in each iteration of
the algorithm, because, in each iteration, one secondary part
is connected to the old version of main part. Algorithm 1
demonstrates the pseudocode for this process.
The images in the Hoda dataset are in binary format,
while the images in MNIST are in grey level format. Hence,
by analysing the grey level histogram for the image and using
the standard global Otsu’s method [23], the MNIST samples
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Dataset

Preprocessing

Feature extraction
creating initial feature vector
Initial S = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fn }

Dimensionality reduction—stage 1
Applying 1D SD and 1D MM techniques on initial S
to create first reduced version of feature vector
S1 = {g1 , g2 , . . . , gk }; k ≤ n

Dimensionality reduction—stage 2
Applying 2D SD and 2D MM techniques on S1
to create final reduced version of feature vector
S2 = {h1 , h2 , . . . , hp }; p ≤ n

Figure 1: The 2-stage proposed model for dimensionality reduction
(feature selection).

were also changed to bilevel images. The method proposed by
Hanmandlu et al. [40] was used to correct the slant angle of
each image. First, an image is divided into upper and lower
halves. Afterwards, the centres of mass points for these two
parts are calculated. The slope of a line which connects these
two mass point centres is considered to be the slant angle and
the image is rotated in the reverse direction of this value.
We applied the proposed method on the digits part
of the MNIST dataset [41] and the Hoda dataset [42] to
connect the broken parts of the digit images. The results
were encouraging as we were able to achieve 95.11% and
97.16% successful connections for the MNIST and the Hoda
datasets, respectively. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show examples of
the above-mentioned preprocessing operations on two sets of
training digits from the Hoda and MNIST datasets, in order.
3.2. Feature Extraction. Due to the vast diversity in writing style, handwritten characters are placed in the highdimensional dataset category. Hence, finding an optimal,
effective, and robust feature set to utilize in the recognition
phase of an OCR system is usually a complex task. In this
research, based on the literature, an initial feature vector,
Initial S, including 133 of the most used features for both
English and Arabic/Farsi digits, was extracted from the input
images. Some of the extracted features are
(i) Aspect Ratio;
(ii) image area, perimeter, diameter, extent, eccentricity,
and solidity;
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while (there is another secondary component in input image) do
{
find outer contour of the main part 𝑀;
save the pixels coordinate of 𝑀 in array 𝑀𝐴𝐼𝑁;
repeat
{
find outer contour of an image secondary part 𝑆;
save the pixels coordinate of 𝑆 in array 𝑆𝐸𝐶;
} until (there is not another secondary parts in image);
for (each pixel 𝐴 in array 𝑀𝐴𝐼𝑁)
{
for (each pixel 𝐵 in array 𝑆𝐸𝐶)
{
compute the distance 𝑑 between pixels 𝐴 and 𝐵;
save (𝑑, coordinate of pixel 𝐴, coordinate of pixel 𝐵) in array 𝐷;
}
}
𝑑 min = smallest value 𝑑 in array 𝐷;
𝐴 min = coordinate of pixel 𝐴, corresponding to 𝑑 min;
𝐵 min = coordinate of pixel 𝐵, corresponding to 𝑑 min;
draw (a straight line with pen width thickness from 𝐴 min to 𝐵 min);
}
Algorithm 1: The proposed procedure to connect the broken image segments.

Initial
shape

Enhanced
shape

Initial
shape

Enhanced
shape

(vi) pixel distribution density in upper and lower main
diagonals of the normalized image;
(vii) ratio of pixel distribution in different quarters of the
normalized image to each other;
(viii) ratio of horizontal variance histogram to vertical
variance histogram;
(ix) ratio of upper half variance to lower half variance of
an image;
(x) normalized horizontal and vertical transitions;
(xi) maximum horizontal and vertical crossing counts;
(xii) average of multiplication distances 𝑋 and 𝑌 from
COM;
(xiii) average of distances 𝑋 and 𝑌 from boundary;
(xiv) ratio of major to minor axes lengths;
(xv) convex area;
(xvi) number and location of start, end, branch, corner, and
crossing points in image skeleton;

(a) Arabic/Farsi digits

(b) English digits

Figure 2: Applying proposed connecting procedure on input
images.

(iii) Euler’s number;

(xvii) normalized invariant moments to order 7;
(xviii) discrete cosine transform coefficients related to the
main image to order 9;
(xix) top, down, left, and right concavities in the image
skeleton;

(iv) centre of mass (COM) and centroid distance;

(xx) number of modified horizontal and vertical transitions;

(v) pixel distribution density in up, down, left, and right
halves of the normalized image;

(xxi) average distance and average angular distance of each
foreground pixel in a subimage from a virtual origin.
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Figure 3: 1D SD spectrum distribution diagrams for the English digits set.

3.3. Dimensionality Reduction (Feature Selection). In our
approach, we proposed one-dimensional and two-dimensional spectrum diagrams for standard deviation and minimum to maximum distribution.
3.3.1. Stage 1: Reduction Using 1D SD and 1D MM. In this
stage, some candidate features were selected through 1D SD
and 1D MM spectrums. In digit recognition domain, there
are 10 classes corresponding to 10 digits, 0 to 9. Hence, for
each feature from the initial feature set, a 1D SD diagram is
plotted with 10 spectrum lines corresponding to digits 0 to 9.
In the 1D SD plot, a spectrum line, corresponding to a specific
feature, is drawn from the mean −SD to the mean +SD for
each class. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the 1D SD distribution
diagrams corresponding to the “X Coordinate Centre of
Mass” and “Normalized Vertical Transition” features for
English digits, respectively. In Figure 3(a), the majority of
spectrum lines are in an overlapping range [20, 25], meaning
that the “X Coordinate Centre of Mass” feature alone cannot
discriminate existing classes from each other in the feature
space. In Figure 3(b), the spectrum line corresponding to
class (digit) 1 is completely separate from the other spectrum
lines, indicating that the “Normalized Vertical Transition”
feature can completely discriminate digit 1 (class 1) from
other English digit sets (other classes). Therefore, it can be
considered as a candidate feature in the final features vector.
Similar to Figure 3, Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the 1D SD
distribution diagrams corresponding to the “Maximum Vertical Crossing Count” and “Aspect Ratio” feature for the
Arabic/Farsi digits, respectively. In Figure 4(a), the majority
of the spectrum lines are in an overlapping range [3.5,7],
meaning that the “Maximum Vertical Crossing Count” feature alone cannot discriminate the existing classes from each

other in the feature space. In Figure 4(b), the spectrum
line corresponding to class (digit) 1 is completely separate
from other spectrum lines, indicating that the “Aspect Ratio”
feature can completely discriminate digit 1 (class 1) from other
Arabic/Farsi digits set (other classes). Therefore, it can be
considered as a candidate feature in the final features vector.
Finding a set of separated spectrum lines using only
1D SD distribution diagrams is not enough to create an
optimum feature vector, because the outlier samples in
each class are not placed in the range of 1D SD spectrum
lines. Indeed they are put in One-Dimensional Minimum to
Maximum (1D MM) spectrums.
In the 1D MM plot, a spectrum line corresponding to a
specific feature is drawn from the minimum to the maximum
value of that specific feature for each class. A shorter spectrum
line corresponding to a specific feature indicates that the
existing samples in a particular class have more similarity
(less diversity) to each other in respect to that feature. Hence,
a shorter spectrum line is better than a longer one. In
addition, a distribution diagram with class centres (locations
of the means of the classes) further apart is better than one
with closer class centres. In this case, a classifier separates the
existing clusters better.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) illustrate 1D MM spectrum lines
for the same features, “Normalized Vertical Transition” (Figure 3(b)) and “Aspect Ratio” (Figure 4(b)), for the English
and Arabic/Farsi digit sets, respectively. It is obvious that,
in Figure 5(a), some samples of class 1 overlap with some
samples in all the rest of the classes. This means that, in
the recognition phase, these samples may be misclassified
as belonging to other classes and vice versa, if only the
“Normalized Vertical Transition” feature is employed. In
addition, in Figure 5(b), some samples of class 1 overlap
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Figure 5: 1D MM spectrum distribution diagrams.

with some samples in classes 2 or 9. In other words, in the
recognition phase, it is possible that some samples of class 1
are misclassified into classes 2 or 9 and vice versa, if only the
“Aspect Ratio” feature is utilized.
In our proposed dimensionality reduction method,
1D MM is utilized to find the maximum allowable overlapping threshold 𝑇1 to create the first reduced feature vector
S1 from the initial features set, Initial S. By investigating
the overlapping values of the spectrum lines in the 1D MM

diagram for each feature in Initial S, the value of threshold
𝑇1 is selected. In this study, the 𝑇1 threshold was set to 30%,
experimentally.
3.3.2. Stage 2: Reduction Using 2D SD and 2D MM. Similar to the 1D SD and 1D MM distribution diagrams, the
Two-Dimensional Standard Deviation (2D SD) distribution
diagram and the Two-Dimensional Minimum to Maximum
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Figure 6: 2D SD spectrum distribution diagrams for Arabic/Farsi
digits: “𝑋 Coordinate Centre of Mass” feature versus “Number of
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Figure 7: 2D SD spectrum distribution diagrams for Arabic/Farsi
digits: “𝑌 Coordinate Centre of Mass” feature versus “Number of
Foreground Pixels in Lower Half of Image” feature.

(2D MM) spectrum for two features are made by mapping
one feature on the 𝑋-axis and another feature on the 𝑌-axis.
In these cases, an ellipse (or rectangular) is plotted for each
couple of features.
In 2D SD, the main ellipse diagonals (or the length and
width in the rectangular case) are plotted from the mean −SD
to the mean +SD for two features. In 2D MM, the main ellipse
diagonals (or the length and width in the rectangular case)
are plotted from the minimum value to the maximum value
for these two features. As such, the [𝑛 ∗ (𝑛 + 1)/2] 2D SD
(or 2D MM) distribution diagram can be generated for n
independent features.
Figure 6 shows a 2D SD distribution diagram for two
features, namely, “𝑋 Coordinate Centre of Mass” and “Number of Foreground Pixels in Upper Half of Image,” for the
Arabic/Farsi digits set. As can be seen, the ellipse for class
(digit) 0 is completely distinct from the other ellipses. Hence,
the feature pair (𝑋 Coordinate Centre of Mass and Number
of Foreground Pixels in Upper Half of Image) is a good choice
for membership in the final features vector (to distinguish
class (digit) 0 from other classes (digits)).
Figure 7 shows another 2D SD distribution for two
features, “𝑌 Coordinate Centre of Mass” and “Number of

Foreground Pixels in Upper Half of Image,” of the Arabic/Farsi digits set. It is completely clear that in this case the
mentioned features are highly correlated, and, therefore, they
are not a suitable feature pair for membership in the final
features vector.
In our proposed dimensionality reduction method,
2D MM is utilized to find a maximum allowable overlapping
threshold 𝑇2 to create the final reduced feature vector S2
from the first reduced feature vector S1 . By investigating the
overlapping values of the spectrum ellipse (rectangular) in the
2D MM diagram for the pair features in S1 , the value of the
threshold 𝑇2 is selected. In this study, the 𝑇2 threshold was set
to 20%, experimentally.
3.3.3. Creating Final Feature Vector. For the dimensionality
reduction process, we defined the value of a specific feature as
𝑓𝑘 (𝑆𝑖,𝑗 ), where 𝑓𝑘 is the value of the 𝑘th feature from the initial
feature vector, Initial S, and 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 represents the 𝑗th sample of
class 𝑖. Subsequently, using all samples in the training part
of each class, the values of the minimum, maximum, mean,
and standard deviation for all the features in the initial feature
vector were computed.
To find the first reduced subset of feature vector, the
1D SD distribution diagram along with the 1D MM spectrums was generated for all 133 features in initial features
set, Initial S. The system selected every feature for which its
1D SD spectrum line had a maximum of 30% overlapping
(threshold 𝑇1 ) with the other 1D SD spectrum lines of the
other classes. The output of this stage was the first reduced
version of the feature vector S1 , which satisfied the criteria
necessary for membership in the final feature vector.
Finally, by using the 2D SD distribution diagrams and
also the 2D MM spectrums on the first reduced version of the
feature set S1 , the final reduced versions of feature vectors S2
were selected. In this stage, a couple of features were selected,
if the 2D SD had a maximum of 20% overlapping (threshold
𝑇2 ) with the other 2D SD distribution diagrams. In stage 2, it
was possible that a feature was added to S2 more than once.
Hence, in the final step, the repetitive features in S2 were
removed to create the smallest size of S2 .
In our proposed method, the 1D SD and 2D SD spectrums were utilized to decide whether or not a feature was
suitable for including in the final feature vector. 1D MM and
2D MM were used to find the best value for thresholds 𝑇1
and 𝑇2 . It is completely clear that these threshold values
are dependent on characteristics of training dataset samples.
Algorithm 2 explains the proposed method for the dimensionality reduction operation.
The mentioned operations created feature vectors Initial S, E-S1 , and E-S2 for the English dataset MNIST and feature vectors Initial S, A/F-S1 , and A/F-S2 for the Arabic/Farsi
dataset Hoda. Table 2 shows the number of features in each
stage for these datasets.
The following are among the selected features in the final
feature vectors E-S2 and A/F-S2 :
(i) 𝑋 Coordinate Centre of Mass;
(ii) Number of Foreground Pixels in Upper Half;
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Extract most-used features (in literature) from input dataset, and Create initial features set Initial 𝑆;
𝑛 := Number of features in initial features set Initial 𝑆;
first reduced version of feature vector 𝑆1 := null;
Stage 1:
Choosing threshold 𝑇1 , by investigating 1D MM spectrum diagrams.
for (𝑘 = 1 : 𝑛)
{
Compute the coordinate of all 1D SD spectrum lines corresponding to feature 𝑓𝑘 ;
for (𝑐 = 1 : number of classes)
{
If (overlapping of spectrum line of class c with all the rest spectrum lines has the value less than threshold 𝑇1 ) then
{
Insert feature 𝑓𝑘 to 𝑆1 ;
goto 𝐿1;
}
}
𝐿1: continue;
}
𝑚 := Number of features in first reduced version of features vector 𝑆1 ;
final reduced versions of feature vectors 𝑆2 := null;
Stage 2:
Choosing threshold 𝑇2 , by investigating 2D MM spectrum diagrams.
for (𝑘 = 1 : 𝑚)
for (ℎ = 1 : 𝑚)
{
Compute the coordinate of all 2D SD spectrum ellipses corresponding to features pair (𝑓𝑘 , 𝑓ℎ );
for (𝑐 = 1 : number of classes)
{
if (overlapping of spectrum ellipses of class c with all the rest spectrum ellipses has the value less than
threshold 𝑇2 ) then
{
Insert feature pair 𝑓𝑘 and 𝑓ℎ to 𝑆2 ;
goto 𝐿2;
}
}
}
𝐿2: continue;
}
delete the repetitive features from 𝑆2 ;
Algorithm 2: Two-stage dimensionality reduction procedure.

Table 2: Number of features in initial feature vector, first reduced version of feature vector, and final reduced version of feature vector.
English dataset MNIST
Arabic/Farsi dataset Hoda

Initial feature vector First reduced versions of feature vectors 𝑆1
133
𝐸-𝑆1 : 103
133
𝐴/𝐹-𝑆1 : 94

(iii) Number of Foreground Pixels in Lower Half;
(iv) ratio of foreground pixels to area of bounding box;
(v) ratio of number of foreground pixels upper main
diagonal to number of foreground pixels under main
diagonal;
(vi) Aspect Ratio;
(vii) normalized horizontal transition;
(viii) maximum horizontal crossing count;
(ix) Normalized Vertical Transition;

Final reduced versions of feature vectors 𝑆2
𝐸-𝑆2 : 79
𝐴/𝐹-𝑆2 : 58

(x) variance for vertical histogram;
(xi) solidity;
(xii) perimeter;
(xiii) ratio of major to minor axes lengths;,
(xiv) convex area;
(xv) number of end points;
(xvi) number of end points in different zones of image
bounding box;
(xvii) number of branch points;
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Table 3: Distribution of digits in the MNIST and Hoda datasets.
Digit
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Total

MNIST
Train
5,923
6,742
5,958
6,131
5,842
5,421
5,918
6,265
5,851
5,949
60,000

Hoda
Test
980
1,135
1,032
1,010
982
892
958
1,028
974
1,009
10,000

Train
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
60,000

Test
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
20,000

Figure 8: Some sample digits in the MNIST dataset.

(xviii) some discrete cosine transform coefficients, such as
(1,1), (1,2), (1,4), (1,5), and (2,1);
(xix) some discrete cosine transform coefficients of image
profile, such as (1,4), (2,3), (2,5), and (3,3);
(xx) some discrete cosine transform coefficients of outer
boundary, such as (2,1), (2,7), (3,3), and (3,4).

4. Experimental Results and Comparison
4.1. Datasets. In recent years, researchers have produced
some standard benchmark datasets in order to encourage
other researchers to follow their investigation in the PR field
and also to compare the functionality of PR systems in the
same conditions.
This research has been specifically conducted on handwritten digit OCR datasets. Some of English handwritten
standard datasets, including the numeral part, are MNIST,
CEDAR, CENPRMI, and IRONOFF, and some of Arabic/Farsi handwritten standard datasets, including numeral
parts, are Al-Isra, ARABASE, IFHCDB, CENPARMI, Hadaf,
LMCA, and Hoda.
In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed method,
the digit parts of two big handwritten standard benchmark
datasets were utilized, namely, MNIST, for English numerals,
and Hoda, for Arabic/Farsi numerals. The following subsections demonstrate these datasets briefly.
4.1.1. MNIST Dataset. The Modified National Institute of
Standards and Technology (MNIST) dataset contains 60,000
training and 10,000 test samples [41]. This dataset is an
unbalanced dataset. This means that the sample frequencies

for different classes in training—and also the testing part—
are not equal (Table 3). All the digits have been stored in 28 ×
28 image pixels, with intensities from 0 to 255. Figure 8 shows
some sample digits from this dataset.
4.1.2. Hoda Dataset. The Hoda dataset is a very large corpus
of Arabic/Farsi handwritten alphanumeric characters [42].
It has two parts: digits and characters. The digit section of
the Hoda dataset was prepared in 2007 by extracting the
images of the digits from 11,942 registration forms related
to university entrance forms. Those forms were scanned at
200 dpi in 24-bit colour format. The digits were extracted
from the postal code, national code, record number, identity
certificate number, and phone number fields of each form.
The digit section of the Hoda dataset has 80,000 samples and
has been divided into two parts, namely, training (60,000
samples) and testing (20,000 samples). This dataset is a
balanced dataset. It includes 6,000 and 2,000 samples for each
digit in the training and testing parts, respectively. Figure 9
shows some sample digits from this dataset.
Table 3 includes the distribution of digits in training and
testing parts of MNIST and Hoda datasets.
4.2. Proposed Method. In this research, the same operations
were carried out in the preprocessing step on the training and
testing samples. The outputs were noise filtered, reslanted,
relocated, and dimension normalized.
Several experiments were carried out to test the effectiveness of the proposed method for dimensionality reduction.
In the first part, we applied the proposed approach
for the recognition of handwritten English digits. In all
experiments, a multilayer perceptron neural network with
backpropagation was trained with 103 (or 79) neurons in the
input layer (corresponding to the number of features in sets
E-S1 and E-S2 ), 30 neurons (found experimentally) in the
hidden layer, and 10 neurons (corresponding to 10 different
classes of digits 0 to 9) in the output layer, respectively.
In the first experiment, a neural network was employed
with 103 (number of features in set E-S1 ) neurons in the input
layer. The network was trained with all 60,000 samples from
the training part of the MNIST dataset and was then tested
with all 10,000 samples from the testing part of the MNIST
dataset. This operation was repeated 10 times, and, finally,
93.17% accuracy was achieved on average in this stage.
To compare the performance of the proposed method
against other well-known feature selection techniques, a
general Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique and
a Random Projection (RP) technique [36] were applied on
the initial reduced feature set E-S1 with 103 features. PCA
changed the order of the features in the new orthogonal
feature space—based on the derived eigenvectors—and generated a new reordered feature set E-S3 with the same 103
features. The complete reordered feature set E-S3 was fed
into the same MLP-NN and a final accuracy of 93.82%
was achieved. This result was 0.65% higher than the 93.17%
result, portraying the superiority of the PCA technique for
feature selection. Similarly, we employed RP dimensionality
reduction technique to create a new smaller feature space
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Table 4: Recognition rate corresponding to different feature vectors for the English dataset MNIST and Arabic/Farsi dataset Hoda.
Feature set Number of features in feature vector

𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑆
𝐸-𝑆1
E-S2
English dataset MNIST
𝐸-𝑆3
𝐸-𝑆4
𝐸-𝑆5
𝐸-𝑆6
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑆
𝐴/𝐹-𝑆1
A/F-S2
Arabic/Farsi dataset Hoda 𝐴/𝐹-𝑆3
𝐴/𝐹-𝑆4
𝐴/𝐹-𝑆5
𝐴/𝐹-𝑆6

0

1

2

3

4

5

133
103
79
103
79
103
79
133
94
58
94
58
94
58

6

7

8

9

Figure 9: Some sample digits in the Hoda dataset.

(with 103 features) from the initial feature set, Initial S.
The output of this stage was the new feature set E-S5 . The
feature set E-S5 was fed into the same MLP-NN, too. In this
experiment, a final accuracy of 93.51% was achieved that it is
0.31% lower than the achieved result by using PCA.
In the second experiment, the system was trained with
the proposed final version of feature set E-S2 with only 79
features. On average, the correct recognition rate increases
from 93.17% to 94.88%, clearly indicating the superiority of
the reduced feature set E-S2 of the proposed method against
the initial reduced feature set E-S1 with 103 features. To
find the superiority of the our proposed feature set, E-S2 ,
compared to the other subsets of Initial S, which have 79
members, we made set E-S4 with the first 79 members of set
E-S3 (generated by PCA) and set E-S6 with 79 members using
RP technique. The recognition rate declined dramatically
from 93.82% to 90.71% by using set E-S4 and from 93.51% to
88.39% by using set E-S6 . These results obviously show the
effectiveness and superiority of our proposed technique in
comparison with PCA and RP as two of the popular techniques for feature selection operation. The obtained results
also show the superiority of PCA technique compared to RP

Feature selection method
Accuracy %
Proposed method PCA method RP method
—
—
—
91.93
∗
93.17
∗
94.88
∗
93.82
∗
90.71
∗
93.51
∗
88.39
—
—
—
90.41
∗
92.60
∗
95.12
∗
94.04
∗
89.00
∗
91.07
∗
83.66

technique for dimensionality reduction purpose. However,
it is worth mentioning that some researchers have shown
the superiority of RP against PCA—for dimension reduction
purpose—in high-dimensional feature space condition [43,
44]. The outcome results are reported in rows 2 to 8 of Table 4.
In the second part, we repeated all the experiments in
the first part, for the Arabic/Farsi digits, using the Hoda
dataset. A/F-S1 , A/F-S2 , A/F-S3 , A/F-S4 , A/F-S5 , and A/F-S6
were the first reduced feature vectors with 94 members, the
final reduced feature vector created by our proposed method
including 58 features, the reordered initial reduced feature
vector by PCA including 94 features, the first 58 features from
the A/F-S3 , the smaller version of feature space with 94 features created by using RP technique, and also another smaller
version of feature space with 58 features created by using
RP technique, in order. It is worth mentioning that not only
the trend was completely similar to previous experiments for
the English digits dataset, but also the achieved results for
the Arabic/Farsi dataset Hoda were better than the achieved
results for the English dataset MNIST. In this case, using the
proposed feature selection method, the number of features
was reduced from 113 to 58; meanwhile, the final accuracy was
increased from 90.41% to 95.12%. In this experiment, when
we used the PCA technique for feature selection, the accuracy
was decreased significantly from 94.04% to 89.00%, and when
we employed the RP technique for feature selection, the
accuracy was decreased from 91.07% to 83.66%. Here, we
only employed 1/2 of training and testing samples from Hoda
dataset. The corresponding results are shown in the last seven
rows of Table 4.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, a new method for dimensionality reduction
(feature selection) in pattern recognition systems was introduced. To begin with, an initial set of the most used features
was extracted from the training patterns of two handwritten
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digit standard datasets: MNIST for the English digits and
Hoda for the Arabic/Farsi digits. Then, by using the proposed
1D SD and 1D MM distribution diagrams methods, the
initial feature vector was reduced to a smaller version based
on the maximum allowable overlap between the spectrum
lines using the threshold 𝑇1 . Thereafter, by using the proposed
2D SD and 2D MM spectrums, a final reduced feature vector
was selected. In this stage, another threshold, 𝑇2 , was used to
guarantee that the overlaps between the spectrum diagrams
were not more than the maximum threshold.
The mentioned algorithm was implemented in an OCR
application system to reduce the dimension of the initial
feature vector. For English MNIST dataset, the feature vector
was decreased from 100% (133 elements) to 59.40% (79
elements); meanwhile, the accuracy was increased 2.95%
(from 91.93% to 94.88%). The accuracy was 4.17% more than
the outcome results in a similar experiment that used PCA
(90.71%) and 6.49% more than outcome results in a similar
experiment that used RP (88.39%) as two of the common
techniques for the feature selection operation. All of the
60,000 training samples and 10,000 testing samples were used
in the operation.
Utilizing Arabic/Farsi dataset Hoda, the feature vector
was decreased from 100% (133 elements) to 43.61% (58
elements); meanwhile, the accuracy was increased 4.71%
(from 90.41% to 95.12%). The accuracy was 6.12% more
than the outcome results in a similar experiment that used
PCA (89.00%) and 11.46% more than outcome results in
a similar experiment that used RP (83.66%) as two of the
common techniques for the feature selection operation. For
this experiment, we only employed 1/2 of the training
samples (30,000 samples) and 1/2 of the testing samples
(10,000 samples).
The results clearly indicate the superiority of the proposed
method for dimensionality reduction (feature selection).
According to the results, the proposed technique is completely effective for OCR application as a subcategory of PR
systems. Nevertheless, the proposed new method can be used
for other PR systems with different database types.
Along with proposing a new method for dimensionality
reduction, this paper introduced a new method to connect
the broken parts of an image in the preprocessing stage of
an OCR system. This technique estimates the pen width in
three different ways. By utilizing the connected component
analysis, it traverses the outer contour of the separated blocks
in an image and connects them together.
The proposed feature selection method can be considered
as an approach to infer the appropriate rules for creating a
decision tree classifier in a PR system. In other words, using
the 1D MM and 2D MM spectrum diagrams, the necessary
rules in a decision tree classifier are found more accurate and
faster. This is a salient feature of our proposed approach.
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